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internal accounting controls checklist for ntma chapters - internal accounting controls checklist for ntma
chapters presented at ntma 2004 annual convention palm springs, ca february 2004 national tooling & machining
association procurement process and the sarbanes-oxley act may, 2005 - summary and key points of
sarbanes-oxley the sarbanes-oxley act (soa) was passed by congress in july 2002 in response to various issues,
including corporate mismanagement and code of corporate governance for listed companies in china - csrc
code of corporate governance for listed companies in china issued by: china securities regulatory commission
state economic and trade commission stock fund dodgx - dodge & cox - objectives the fund seeks long-term
growth of principal and income. a secondary objective is to achieve a reasonable current income. strategy the fund
invests primarily in a diversified portfolio of equity securities.
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